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1.

INTRODUCTION

This report is a condensed summary of the information presented
in a 4000-page final report on work performed by The Bendix Corporation
under Contract NAS 8-11287 for the Marshall Space Flight Center, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. on a preliminary design study of
Apollo Logistic Support System Payloads. Bendix was supported in this
effort by its principal subcontractor. Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, for design and planning of life support. crew habitability, and thermal control.
2.

OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of this study was to complete a preliminary
design and preliminary program plan (resources plan) for a lunar surface
vehicle capable of supporting two astronauts on a 14-day. 400-km lunar
(80-km radius) surface exploration mission.
This vehicle is termed MOLAB
(Mobile Laboratory) and is transported to the lunar surface from lunar orbit, unmanned, as a payload for a modified descent stage of the Apollo
Lunar Excursion Module (LEM).
This modified descent stage is termed
the LEM Truck. A subsequent Apollo LEM landing in the vicinity of MOLAB
transports two astronauts to the lunar surface to initiate the manned MOLAB
mission.
The MOLAB preliminary design and resources planning has been
generated for a two-fold purpose: (1) to ass1st NASA in an evaluation of
performance, schedule, and costs of potential post-Apollo lunar exploration
programs, and (2) to provide a basis for initiating a MOLAB development
program.
Two additional objectives of the study program are: initial conceptual
design and system analysis of a smaller lunar surface vehicle termed a
Local Scientific Survey Module (LSSM), and preliminary design of a fullscale Mobility Test Article (MTA) for terrestrial evaluation of mobility
characteristics of the MOLAB vehicle.
The LSSM is conceived as a small surface vehicle. normally operated
by a single space-suited astronaut. carrying up to 600 lb of scientific payload for exploration in the vicinity (8-km r<idius) of a lunar shelter. Concept and analysis work during this study program provides a basis for establishing LSSM system requirements for subsequent preliminary de sign.

3.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER NASA EFFORTS

The prime objective of the present Apollo lunar program 1s to place
two men on the lunar surface for a brief stay time and return them safely
to earth. Logically. this is a beginning rather than an end in itself, since
more extensive surface operations will follow as a part of the national program of space exploration.
In late 1962, NASA sponsored studies of Lunar Logistics Systems
to identify feasible payloads in the range of 1500 to 25. 000 lb for delivery
to the lunar surface in support of extended exploration. From these studies
and related programs, three classes of potential post-Apollo lunar exploration programs evolved: Stay Time Extension Module (STEM); Apollo Logistic
Support System (ALSS); and Lunar Exploration System for Apollo (LESA).
STEM was conceived as a modest extension by the development of additional
payload capacity in Apollo for the transport of supplies or surface equipment attached to the outside of LEMon a single manned mission. ALSS
uses two Apollo flights as previously described to deliver a 6500- to 8000-lb
payload, and LESA involves the development of an unmanned logistic spacecraft capable of delivering 25. 000 lb to the lunar surface on a direct flight
for the establishment of a lunar base.
Preliminary design studies have been initiated for each of these advanced manned mission programs. Work on the ALSS Program includes:
(l) payloads - MOLAB. Lunar Flying Vehicle (LFV), and a separate shelter
and small roving vehicle, (2) LEM Truck. and (3) scientific mission and
experiments. The MOLAB and separate shelter/ small vehicle are cove red
by this contract and a competitive study; others are covered by separate
contract studies.
Approximately half way through this study, the Apollo Extension System (AES) program was conceived involving the use of Apollo hardware
with minor modification and additions for missions other than lunar landing
and return. For post-Apollo lunar surface exploration. it is envisioned
that a "no return" LEM, landed unmanned, could be modified to a 14-day
lunar shelter capable of accommodating 2500 to 3500 lb of additional payload for use by two Apollo astronauts. This device would replace the separate shelter portion of this study. and the LEM shelter payload could include a small roving vehicle. As a result. preliminary definitions of the
design requirernents for such a vehicle, Local Scientific Survey Module
(LSSM). were established in this study using much of the engineering information developed for MOLAB. Other contracts are being initiated for
definition of the LEM shelter. an AES Manned Flying System (MFS). lunar
drills and experiment instrumentation for AES. LSSM. and for integration
of the over-all AES Program.
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4. METHOD OF APPROACH AND PRINCIPAL ASSUMPTIONS
The three basic steps in the MOLAB preliminary design study were
to select the vehicle concept, refine the concept. and perform detailed preliminary de sign. The approach in all steps was to achieve an integrated
system design in terms of over-all performance based on mission requirements. Once a detailed de sign was established. the resources planning
was performed.
In the initial selection of a vehicle concept. the major constraints
were weight and size envelope of the LEM Truck payload. The configuration was dominated by mobility. cabin. and cryogenic storage considerations. The approach adopted for configuration and concept evolution was
to:
1. Establish major system performance guidelines, weight bogies.
and geometry limits
2. Prepare preferred conceptual de signs at the system level for
each potential concept at the prescribed system weight bogie
3. Prepare sensitivity relations at the system level to show the
variation in system performance for ± 25 o/o changes in the weight
bogie
4. Integrate the preferred MOLAB systems into complete MOLAB
concepts, and perform weight. cg. power. and energy compatibility checks
5. Optimize the MOLAB concepts by using the total 6500-lb weight
to achieve the best balance of over-all performance within constraints of the particular system concept
6. Evaluate optimized candidate concepts and select preferred concept.
Basically, four different mobility concepts, two different cabin cone epts, and two different cryogenic tankage shapes were investigated.
The four mobility system traction concepts consisted of:
l. Four flexible wheels on a nonfolding suspension system or chassis

2. Four flexible wheels on a folding suspension system or chassis
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3.

Four tracks on a nonfolding suspension system or chassis

4.

Six flexible wheels on a folding suspension system or chassis.

Further, three basic chassis concepts were considered: separate.
integrated. and articulated. The two basic cabin concepts were the modified horizontal cylinder cabin and the vertical cylinder cabin. Front. back.
and side airlock locations were considered for the horizontal cabin. and the
side and rear airlocks were considered for the vertical cabin. Cylindrical
and spherical tank shapes were considered for hydrogen and oxygen cryogenic storage. respectively. with a minimum of two tanks for each cryogen.
Eight of the most promising concepts were studied in detail. Configuration layouts. weight and power statements. and performance estimates
were developed for each design. The concepts were evaluated by a quantitative and qualitative evaluation matrix. a review of concept performance
characteristics. and a relative mobility-complexity comparison with additional emphasis on design flexibility during the development phase.
Following the selection of the basic concept. refinements were made
concerning the choice between single or dual radiators. integrated or nonintegrated chassis. supercritical or subcritical cryogenic storage. and two
or three fuel cells. Detailed preliminary design was then completed. a
specification prepared. system analysis updated, and a resources planestablished.
The two principal assumptions used were that the lunar surfdce is
described by the Engineering Lunar Model SurfacE~ (ELT'v1S). and th;Jt tlw
typical MOLAB mission is adequately represented by the Modified Selenological Traverse of 13 exploration stations covering approxin1atcly 270 km
(straight-line distance) in the Kepler-Encke region. Both of these are the·
best analyses available in their respective areas at present. Other important assumptions are that the MOLAB vehicle: use fuel cells for primary power, must be capable of 6 -month storage before its manned mi ssian. and be capable of an extended stay of 7 days (beyond the 14-day mission) with no mobility or experiments. Another assumed requirement
which is completely satisfied is sizing of the system for two. 5th through
95th percentile. airmen.
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5. BASIC DATA GENERATED AND SIGNIFICANT RESULTS
5.1 MOLAB PRELIMINARY DESIGN
Preliminary design and program planning data on the MOLAB vehicle
and its systems were the primary results of the program. From these
data and analysis of the mission, it was concluded that the MOLAB system
is feasible, within manufacturing state of the art, and practicable for lunar
surface missions following the initial Apollo landings.
5. 1. l

System Design

The MOLAB vehicle consists of mobility, cabin, power, and astrionics systems. Its over-all configuration is shown in Figure l. A
weight summary is given in Table l, and a performance summary is shown
in Table 2. The vehicle has a separate chassis as a part of the mobility
system for the attachment and installation of other MOLAB systems. Mounted externally to the horizontal cylindrical cabin are the hydrogen tanks,
dual radiators, communications antennas, external TV cameras, and miscellaneous secondary coolant pumps and equipment. The cabin itself, oxygen
tanks, radioisotope thermal generator ( R TG), external scientific equipment, battery, vehicle suspension arms, and the prime power assemblies
are attached directly to the chassis.
The 452-cu ft cabin contains the astrionics equipment, environmental
control system (ECS), controls and displays, and the internal scientific
equipment. A 2-man, side-by-side driving station in the front of the vehicle is the primary control point; however, there is a portable rear dri ving station in the aft airlock for emergency situations. An internal scientific work station is also provided in the main cabin. An internal bulkhead
separates the main cabin from the 122-cu ft airlock.
In addition to the vehicle, the tiedown and unloading and GSE systerns are parts of the MOLAB system.

5

SENSE ANTENNA (WHIP)
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POWER ACCESSORIES

211.0 IN.

BATTERY

Figure I

Preliminary MOLA B Configuration

TABLE 1
MOLAB MASS SUMMARY

...!:L

DRY MASS
CABIN SYSTEM
l.
Structural Sub
l. l
1.2
Airlock
1.3
Docking Adapter
1.4
Viewing Ports
Controls & Displays
1.5
1.6
Crew System
1.7
Environ Cant Sub
A ux Radiation Prot
1.8
Int Thermal Cant Sub
1.9
l. l 0
Internal Cabling
Storage Therm Cant Sub
l. ll
l. 12
Astrionic Cabinets

352.0
83. 9
37.2
26. 3
41. 3
55.8
81. 2
34.0
101. 2
73.0
28. l
9. l

2.
2.
2.
2.
2·.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.

MOBILITY SYSTEM
Chassis
Cryogenic Storage
TDM Assembly
Traction Assy
Suspension Assy
SDM Assembly
Exterior Mobility Cables
Mobility Controller
Motor Rev Relays

86. 2
337.5
Ill. 6
!88. 7
69.4
14. l
10.9
12.7
1.8

3.
3. l
3. 2
3. 3
3.4

POWER SYSTEM
Primary Power Sub
Secondary Power Sub
Auxiliary Power Sub
Power Distribution

145. l
35.4
23. 6
!6. 8

4.
4. l
4. 2
4.3
4.4

ASTRIONICS SYSTEM
Navigation & Guidance
Communication Sub
Electronics (TV) Sub
Command & Control

34. 0
127.9
28. 1
7.8

5.
5. l
5. 2
5. 3
5.4

SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT
ESS Equipment
Instrurn-Vehicle Fixed
Instrurn -Portable
Support Structure

22.
288.
6.
( ll.

6.
6. l
6. 2
6.3
6.4
6. 5
6. 6

UNLOADING & TIEDOWN
Support & Tiedown
Variable Azimuth Device
Unloading Device
Ramp Snubber
Electronic Equip
Manual Unload Device

l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

7
0
8
4 l*

24. 0
27. 7
96. 6
0. 5
4.5
6. 4

DRY MOLAB MASS TOTAL

(Ibm)
923. l

776
185
82
58
91
123
179
75
223
!61
62
20

832. 8
190
744
246
4!6
!55
31
24
28
4
220. 9

197. 8

317. 5

!59. 7

320
78
52
37

75
282
62
17

50
635
15
(25)

53
61
213
l
10
14

2651. 7

2035

1836

487

436

7oo**

352

5846

EXPENDABLE MASS
A.

Environmental Control

LOz
LiOH
Mise
Crew Systems
Water
Waste Handling

B.

176.4

Life Support

366
(221)
( 135)
(10)

!0. 4
(6. 8)
(3. 6)

23
(15)
(8)
257. 2

Power System
Scientific Equipment

LOz
LHz
All Other Systems

LOz
LHz
HzO
TOTAL EXPENDABLES

389

!66. 0
(100. 3)
(61. 2)
(4. 5)

22. 7
(20. 0)
(2. 7)
234.
( 206.
(25.
( l.

567
50
(44)
(6)
517
(456)
(57)
(4)

5
8)
9)
8)
433.6

956

PAYLOAD MASS
Total MOLAB Dry Mass
Expendables

TOTAL PAYLOAD MASS

265!.

5846

433.

956

3085. 3

6802

*This

weight is an estimate for structure required for scientific equipment and
is actually accounted for in the chassis weight.

** Total Scientific

Payload Allotment = 700 lbm for equipment
expendables::: 750 lbm.

+ 50

lbm for
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TABLE 2
MOLAB PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Range Capability
Scientific Equipment
Energy
Maximum Continuous Power
Maximum Storage Power
Cabin Volume
Ingress-Egress Cycles
MOLAB-Earth Downlink
Earth-MOLAB Uplink
Inter -astronaut Communication
Remote Control Speed
Maximum Speed (Hard Soil)
Obstacle Negotiability
Crevice Negotiability
Maximum Obstacle @ 16 km/hr
Minimum Turn Radius
5. l. 2

400 km+
341 kg (750 lbm)
700 kw-hr
4. 5 kw
67 w
45 2 ft3
40+
Voice, TV, PCM & Analog Data,
viaS-band
Command, Voice viaS-band
T/ M, Voice via VHF-AM
5 km/hr
16 km/hr
110 em
173 em
12. 5 em
13m

Mobility Systems

The mobility system features four wheels independently suspended
and extended from the chassis with the drive motors individually housed in
the hub of each wheel. The flexible metal wheels are 80 in. in diameter,
12 in. wide, and have a 5 -in. static deflection. Their construction is of
titanium, aluminum, and nonmetallic treads and side walls. The traction
drive mechanism (sealed DC series motor) drives a nutator transmission
and wheel through a first-stage planetary transmission. The planetary
transmission provides a 5:1 speed shift. Single-ended Ackermann steering
is accomplished by individual steering drive mechanisms on each front
wheel. Similar mechanisms could be added to the rear wheels for greater
maneuverability. The suspension system unfolds during debarking to give
wheel base, front span, and rear span dimensions of 211 in. , 149 in. , and
176 in. , respectively. In addition to the wheel-support arms and deployment (unfolding) mechanisms, the suspensions have integral dampers.
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The chassis frame is constructed of welded aluminum beams with
box-type cross sections sized to distribute concentrated loads to the tiedown points and wheel supports.
The mobility control unit, mounted outside the cabin, distributes
controlled power to the motors.
5. 1. 3

Cryogenic Storage and Supply

The cryogenic fluids required for the fuel cells of the power systerns and the life support function of the cabin systems for MOLAB are
stored in double -walled evacuated dewar type vessels in which the evacuated
space between walls is laminated with superinsulation. These cryogenic
storage vessels retain the required quantities of cryogen after 180 days of
standby. The cryogenic storage and supply system stores and distributes
all on-board hydrogen and oxygen. The cryogenic hydrogen system contains 63 lb of usable hydrogen at the end of 180 days standby, 9 lb of which
are provided for energy contingencies. The cryogenic oxygen system contains 721 lb of oxygen - 430 lb are oxidizer for the fuel cells, 221 lb are
for life support, and 70 lb are for contingencies.
Hydrogen is stored in two vented cylindrical vessels (L/ D == 3), designed and initially filled to obtain a supercritical pres sure of 661 psia prior
to venting and completion of standby; pressure may range down to 100 psia.
Linde SI-44 superinsulation is used (efficiency 50%), with cryoformed stainless steel for the inner vessel and aluminum 6061 T-6 for the outer vesseL
The oxygen is stored in two identical nonvented spherical vessels at subcritical pressure of 294 psia; minimum pressure is 100 psia and output
is liquid and/ or gas; tank materials are the same as for hydrogen.
5. I. 4

Cabin Systems

The cabin configuration is a horizontal cylinder with circular cross
section, aft airlock, and rear door. It has an aluminum, single-wall,
semimonocoque structure covered by fiberglass mat for thermal and
meteoroid protection and an external nonstructural meteoroid bumper.
Solar flare protection consists of a polyethylene sit-in enclosure, assembled
within the,cabin as needed.
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Life support is provided by temperature control of the crew, cabin,
and internally mounted equipment; the atmosphere control functions of carbon dioxide removal, trace contaminant control, oxygen supply and pressure control including ingress and egress considerations; and the crew
systems functions of food supply, waste management, personal hygiene
provisions, internal lighting, and emergency and accessory equipment.
The shirtsleeve environment has a nominal 70°F temperature and
5 to 10 mm Hg humidity. Temperature control is accomplished by dual
space radiators using FC -75 fluid. During lunar night standby, R TG heat
is used. Humidity control is provided by condensation. Oxygen is supplied at 5 psia; COz is removed by LiOH; and contaminants by charcoal.
Ingress/ egress requires use of the airlock pump.
The food is freeze-dried. Drinking water is a fuel-cell byproduct.
Waste is chemically treated and stored. Personal hygiene is afforded by
cleansing pads, razors, and edible dentifrice. One collapsible sleeping
bunk is in the airlock, and one is in the main cabin. Internal lighting is
both incandescent and electroluminescent.
Controls and displays for operating and monitoring all vehicle systerns are mounted on panels in front of the driving stations. Some are located at the scientific station.
5. L 5

Power Systems

The power systems (primary, secondary, auxiliary, power conditioning and distribution) provide electrical energy during the inflight,
debarking, lunar storage, and scientific mis sian phases. Power requirements vary from a minimum of 10.5 w (storage, daytime) to a peak of 6 kw
(manned mission obstacle traverse). The power systems also provide approximately 1000 w of thermal power for thermal control in the storage
phase.
The primary power system consists of two fuel cell assemblies with
maximum continuous power rated at 2. 25 kw each and a primary power accessory package. Output is at 20 to 31 VDC. Each fuel cell assembly consists of a primary loop (recirculating hydrogen and water vapor fluids),
a part of a secondary coolant loop (FC-75 fluid), a storage phase thermal
control loop (FC -75 fluid), and reactant lines. The primary power accessory package consists of the coolant pumps, cryogenic heat exchangers, and
gaseous Hz and Oz for lunar checkout. Parts of this package are common to
the secondary loops from the two fuel cell assemblies.
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The primary loops transfer waste heat from the fuel cell stacks to
the secondary loops, condense water vapor from the fuel cell stacks, and
supply product water to the cabin system. The primary regenerators
maintain the fuel cells in thermal equilibrium over the power spectrum.
The secondary loops transfer the fuel cell waste heat from the condensers
to the fuel cell radiator. A cryogenic heat exchanger is provided to condition the fuel cell reactants and cabin oxygen.
An auxiliary heat exchanger is provided for each fuel cell assembly
for heat rejection during storage phase fuel cell checkout and for emergency operation if a failure occurs in the secondary loop. The fuel cell assemblies can be operated using the auxiliary heat rejection method as long
as cooling water is available from the cabin system.
During the storage phase, the ECS coolant loop will be connected to
the secondary coolant loops for fuel cell temperature controls. The warm
FC -75 fluid will flow through the secondary loops and around the fuel cell
stacks, maintaining the fuel cell temperatures at 0°F or higher during the
storage phase.
The secondary power system consists of two sealed rechargeable
silver-zinc batteries. Each battery is made up of 16 series-connected
cells and is rated at 1800 w-hr at a 24-v discharge level. The storage
phase cycle life requirement is about five deep discharge cycles with the
energy required in the range of 350 to 1000 w-hr. The batteries are connected in parallel, and the total capacity is 3600 w -hr. The depths of discharge to meet the storage requirements range from 9. 7% to 28%.
The auxiliary power system consists of an R TG, heat exchanger,
radiator, and shield. The R T G furnishes both electrical and thermal power
to the other MOLAB systems and is the primary source of power during
earth-moon transit, unloading, and storage.
During the storage phase, at night, the R TG electrical output is
greater than 60 w at 30 v and approximately 1000 thermal watts are delivered to a fluid loop for transfer to other systems for thermal control.
The electrical power is used to run the thermal control pumps, heaters,
experiments, and the S-band receiver. During this time, shutters surrounding the R TG are closed to conserve heat.
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During the storage phase, in the daytime, the shutters are open
and the R TG heat is radiated. There is no fluid circulating through the
heat exchanger, and the radiator temperature rises to dissipate the heat.
The electrical output is down during the day to a level exceeding 50 w at
30 v.
The power conditioning and distribution system consists of a junetion box in the mobility controller, the cabling interconnecting the power
systems, and some of the cables connecting the power systems to the other
MOLAB systems. During the storage phase, all of the loads are tied to the
battery bus where the voltage is regulated to 28 ±4 v. During the scientific
mission phase, almost all the loads are tied to the fuel cells. Except during periods of peak mobility demands, the fuel cell voltage remains within
the 28 ±4 v limits. During the peak mobility demands when the voltage can
drop to levels near 20 v for less than a minute, some of the loads are
temporarily switched to the battery bus. During battery charging (from
the R TG output), a shunt regulator keeps the voltage on the battery bus
from rising above 32 to prevent damage.
5. l. 6

Astrionics Systems

Astrionics encompasses the communications, navigation, television
(TV), and command and control systems.
The communications system includes the vehicle antennas, and RF
amplification and modulation equipment. Data handling equipment has also
been placed in this system because of the close interface existing between
the data and RF functions. Direction-finding equipment, although incorporated for navigation purposes, has been considered a part of communications
because of the unique propagation considerations involved. Links to earth
for voice, TM, TV, and commands areS-band. All other links are VHF.
The Apollo digital command system is compatible with MOLAB requirements.
The navigation system provides an accurate celestial position fix
mode of operation for use when the vehicle is stopped and a somewhat less
precise dead-reckoning mode to provide continuous position data while the
vehicle is in motion. Backup operation is accomplished via tracking data
from the communications system. The position-fix mode uses a periscopic
theodolite for celestial sightings in conjunction with a static inclinometer
and a special purpose computer to manipulate the input and lunar ephemeris
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data" Position fixing is a manned operation only" The dead-reckoning technique employs vertical and directional gyros, wheel revolution data derived
from the four wheel tachometers, and the computer to perform the continuous determination of position relative to the fix poinL The accuracy of
position fix with respect to s elenographic coordinates is 0. 55 km, and the
error is 0" 22 km between stations. The accuracy of the dead-reckoning
mode is approximately l km"
The TV system is composed of five camera assemblies and an onboard monitor unit (analog operation)" Two assemblies are outside the vehicle: a stereo pair for viewing the forward area and providing remote control data, and a single camera giving a rear view for both manned and unmanned operation. Three cameras are mounted inside the vehicle, two
in the forward cabin and one in the airlock to give the ground station operators a means of following the astronauts' movements" The stereo presentation enhances operator perception; stereo baseline is 8 in" Frame
rate is 2/ sec; maximum field of view, 50°; and number of lines, 500.
Front and rear cameras can be remotely oriented as desired.
The command and control system includes only a signal distribution
and switching unit. It is a form of master junction for all electrical signals.
5" l" 7

Tie down and Unloading System

The tiedown and unloading system secures the MOLAB to the LEM/
Truck during all conditions of preflight, launch, flight, and lunar landing,
and provides the means for transferring the vehicle to the lunar surface.
The 4-point tiedown assembly provides the rigid support required between
the LEM/ Truck and the MOLAB chassis during transit and landing" Additional support is provided on each wheel to absorb inertial loads during
lunar transiL Pneumatically operated release pins are used for severing
tiedowns. The variable azimuth (360°) assembly rotates the MOLAB to
the most favorable orientation for debarkation. The debarking assembly
consists of a lightweight folding ramp under the chassis and a winch-drive
mechanism used to lower the MOLAB from the LEM/ Truck. The control
assembly provides the switching necessary to perform all functions via
remote control commands. Manual unloading by a single astronaut is also
possible.
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5" 1" 8

Ground Support Equipment ( GSE)

The GSE supports the flight hardware during the prelaunch and missian phases" Portions are also used during the factory phase for MOLAB
acceptance tests" The four basic groups are: electrical test sets including
acceptance checkout equipment (ACE), mechanical test equipment, handling
equipment, and operating ground equipment (OGE). The ACE is a versatile
test equipment group capable of controlling relatively complete system tests.
The mechanical test equipment is used for cabin and plumbing leak checks,
purging, heat transfer checks, environmental control tests, etc, and consists of such items as helium leak detector, cryogenic tank level indicator,
and metabolic loading simulator. Handling equipment is used for transportation, hoisting, vehicle support, fuel loading, etc, and includes such items
as a shipping container, hoisting adapter for lifting MOLAB, test and relocate stand for cradling MOLAB during test and movement, and fuel
handling equipment for fuel loading. The OGE controls and monitors
MOLAB from launch to mission completion.
5. 1. 9

System Analysis

The basic mission requirement is for two astronauts on MOLAB for
14 days from lunar mid-morning to lunar mid-evening with a 7-day life support contingency. A capability for 400 -km travel and at least 115 hr of experimental time is provided. Preceding operations are the boost, inflight,
and storage phase checkouts. The astronaut activities for the 14-day scientific mission have been detailed in time sequence based on a selenological
traverse with 13 stations (approximately 20 km between stations). Experiment time is 37o/o, and driving time is 14o/o. The total energy for 21 days
is 561 kw-hr. 'The work/ rest ratio is 13/11.
The vehicle functions which most affect crew safety are life support and mobility. Combining their reliabilities gives 0. 99998 as the
total probability of crew safety, exclusive of astronaut and environment
considerations. The capability for operation of the MOLAB in various
degraded modes has a predominant effect on crew safety. Corrective
actions in emergencies include repairs, extrication, and emergency
return.
The probability of mission success, including an alternate mission
when the planned mission must be abandoned because of an equipment failure,
is 98. lo/o.
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Remote control operation must be capable of nearly all the vehicle control tasks which would be performed by an astronaut in the manned
driving mode. Major problem areas are hazard detection, vehicle performance prediction, and hazard avoidance.
5. 1. 10 Reliability and Quality Assurance
The reliability and quality assurance aspects of the MOLAB design
were treated as first-order considerations, resulting in high inherent reliability and crew safety. Simplicity and failure mode backups are basic
to the de sign concepts. Thus, reliability was a major reason for the use
of four wheels, two tanks for each cryogen (backup for each), 2- speed
traction drive (lower stress), redundant batteries, steering in front only,
parallel communications links, and proven Apollo components in astrionics
equipment.
Through failure mode, effect, and criticality analyses, the composite reliability of all MOLA B equipment was predicted as 0. 953.
5.1.11 Lunar Flying Vehicle (LFV) Integration
The LFV is a special means by which the crew could be returned
to the LEM in case MOLA B is immobilized. It can also provide a mission
extension capability. The MOLAB internal arrangement is such that the
LFV volume can be accommodated, including carry provisions, completely
within the cabin. Restrictions on cg at launch are met whether the LFV is
carried or not. The LFV can be mounted externally on the aft part of the
cabin during manned surface operation and not restrict astronaut surface
operations or ingress and egress. The total weight penalty to accommodate
the LFV is 185 lb. Obstacle negotiability is degraded to 6 7 em, maximum
speed to 13. 8 km/hr, and range capability to 286 km without considering
any changes to the existing MOLA B configuration. To maintain the original
speed performance and increase obstacle negotiability, the additional
weight penalty is 197 lb. To realize the original range capability requires
110 lb (a 58 kw-hr increase in expendables and associated tankage). Thus,
to accommodate the LFV and maintain original MOLA B performance, the
weight penalty is 492 lb in addition to the weight of the LFV.
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5, 2 LOCAL SCIENTIFIC SURVEY MODULE (LSSM) CONCEPTUAL
DESIGN
Approximately 10% of the program effort was expended on conceptual
design of an LSSM. The LSSM provides astronaut mobility in AES missions
for adequate area survey coverage and scientific exploration traverses to
lunar surface features, Two distinct systems were considered. Case I
includes an LSSM up to 1540 lb and scientific equipment of 960 lb minimum; Case II includes an LSSM up to 1000 lb and scientific equipment of
524 lb minimum, and an LFV of 976 lb. The postulated lunar surface missions using these systems are 14 -days long. Each would include remote
driving to the LEM, transporting of an Emplaced Scientific Station (ESS)
to its point of emplacement, and traverses for detailed area surveys and
seismic surveys. The Case I vehicle can also be used to explore selected
features at a large distance from the shelter; the accumulated range capability is 200 km for a 14-day mission (5 to 25 km per sortie), encompassing
62 hr with one or both astronauts on~board, The Case II vehicle has a
150-km range capability, encompassing 45 hr. The sortie capability is
13 for Case I and 12 for Case II, with a 6-hr maximum. Operating radius
is approximately 8 km, The maximum number of 14 -day missions for a
given vehicle is three within a 6-month period, following an initial 6-month
storage on the moon, Energies required are 72 kw-hr and 30 kw-hr (exclusive of drill) for Case I and Case II vehicles. Average speed is about
5 km/ hr, obstacle capability 50 em, and crevice capability 200 em (with
the use of astronaut deployed devices). Case I navigation is dead reckoning
and Case II uses visual line of sight (thus setting an 8-km radius limit).
Three 4 -wheel vehicle concepts were developed for each case. All
Case I concepts have a complete dead-reckoning system, and direct-link
communications with earth using a 4-ft dish antenna. Concept 1 has fixed
wheels, an articulated chassis, and a large -radioisotope/ battery power
system; Concept 2 has folding wheels, a rigid chassis, and a battery/
small-radioisotope power system (recharge after each sortie); and Concept 3 has folding wheels, rigid chassis, and a fuel-cell/ small-radioisotope/
small-battery power system (cryogen resupply for each mission).
All Case II concepts have large -radioisotope/ battery power systems,
communications relay capability through the shelter, and no navigation
equipment. Concept I has folding wheels and rigid chassis, and is optimized for mobility; Concept 2 has fixed wheels, rigid chassis, and minimum weight (wheel reduced to reasonable 25-in. diameter limit); and Concept 3 has fixed (25-in,) wheels and an articulated chassis.
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The unloading technique uses a ramp under the chassis. Remote control capability is recommended for unloading, rendezvous, and unmanned
driving.
5. 3 MOBILITY TEST ARTICLE (MTA) DESIGN
The study program also included preliminary design of an MTA intended for subsequent fabrication and test. The Block I MTA is a dimensionally full-scale model of the proposed MOLAB Lunar Surface Vehicle ( LSV) mobility concept. It is designed to operate on an earth test
course and provide engineering test data that can be easily and directly
interpreted to assess the steady-state mobility performance of the LSV on
the lunar surface. The mass scale of the Block I MTA with complete onboard driver station, driver, power supply, and recording equipment is
approximately 1:5. By removing the on-board operation equipment and
driving the MTA through an umbilical, the mass scale can be reduced to
1:6 for scale testing of nondynamic characteristics, By installing chassis
reinforcing structure, ballast support racks, and ballast, the MTA mass
scale can be increased to 1:1 for dynamic performance tests.
Figure 2 presents the Block I MT A general arrangement featuring a
basic chassis structure to which are mounted all the on-board equipments
and driver station and to which are attached the wheel and suspension units.
The power supply battery is mounted on a track to provide fine cg control
in the longitudinal plane. Identified in this figure are the provisions for
installing chassis roller extensions to simulate LEM/ T unloading. The
significant mobility system dimensions are scaled 1:1 to correspond with
the respesentative MOLAB LSV conceptual design.
Power in the range of 28 to 30 VDC is provided by a battery (silverzinc multiple cell recommended), and its distribution is controlled by the
operator at the on-board driving station or through an external control connector. Power to the traction drive units for basic traction is controlled
by applying a constant voltage to the 4-wheel drives. This is modulated
by the steering commands to effect differential wheel speed bias during
a turn. Power to the steering actuators is controlled by a position feedback servo system, set to insert wheel steering angle differential position
as a function of steering angle command to effect Ackermann steering.
Additional power is provided to operate in strum entation and communications
equipment; its distribution' is controlled through the operator driving station.
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The main objective of the Block I MTA is to provide engineering test
data while operating on an earth test course that can be readily and directly interpreted to assess the steady-state (nondynamic) mobility performance of the LSV. Ideally, the steady-state lunar mobility performance
such as obstacle and slope negotiation and soft soil traction can be duplicated on earth on a l: l scale course using the identical traction drive
mechanism of the LSV, if the mass scale is maintained at l :6. In practice, however, such a small mass scale is difficult to achieve if other test
operation features such as on-board driver and power are to be retained.
The approach is to accept a higher mass ratio and upgrade the traction
drive mechanism design to provide higher torques than its LSV prototype
such that a l: l scale course can be negotiated.
5. 4 MOLAB RESOURCES PLAN
The scope of the MOLAB system development program 1s shown in Figure 3. The resources plan identifies major tasks and required development
items for each function (rnanagement and design, manufacturing, quality,
and test) by major system, subsystem, and component and provides estimated time, cost, facilities, and manpower to complete the development
program.
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A master schedule was developed to show the sequence and timing for
the major tasks and hardware development items associated with each
major task. The 5-year span is a realistic period. The phases are preliminary development, supporting development, final development, system
verification and demonstration, and den1onstration support.
The final development period of 38 months, lasting to delivery of demonstration units, is the heart of the development program. Within this period,
the thermal radiation test article poses the most critical design problem,
while the electrical integration/ configuration integration test articles pose
the most complex and time-consuming evaluation problem.
The over -all test program requires 31 mockups, test articles, and/
or prototypes. Test requirements are specified for each.
The estimated cost of the development program is in excess of $300
million dollars.

6.

STUDY LIMITATIONS

The primary limitation on the design aspect of the study program involves the lack of factual data on the degree of mobility required to traverse
the lunar surface for scientific exploration. For purposes of this study.
the NASA KSC "Engineering Lunar Model Surface (ELMS)" was used to define
slopes and soil conditions, and "A Lunar Scientific Mission Profile"l was
used as a basis for the type of scientific exploration required. Such work
accomplished prior to or dunng this study did not ascertain the severity of
terrain associated with practical areas of surface vehicle scientific
exploration-particularly with respect to obstacles, discontinuities. and
random roughness. As a rf' s ult. the selected vehicle concept and preliminary de sign are a compromise between high surface mobility. simplicity
for reliability. inc rea sed habitability for an extended mission, large working space for experimentation. and flexibility for subsequent modification
as data are made available. Ranger Program photographs of the lunar surface obtained during the study and example experiment definitions generated
through the Scientific Mission Support Study 2 tend to confirm the feasibility
of the compromise. however.
With respect to soil conditions, the design was based upon a wide
range of requirements (K 0 = 0. 5. n =- 0. 5 to K 0 = 6. 0. n = l. 25) and accepted analytical techniques were used in design. However, time and effort limitations on this study and prior programs have resulted in insufficient

1
2

Annex B to A LSS Statement of Work.
NASA Contract NAS8- 20199.
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experimental data in a simulated lunar environment on the interaction between traction devices and expected lunar soil types to validate the analytical
design basis. For example, a significant variation in wheel design, drive
mechanism design, and power and energy requirements is possible with
variation in slip, compaction, sinkage, and other characteristics of the type
of soil expected. Tractive capability and obstacle and crevice negotiability
could be verified and effects of dust on the vehicle in a vacuum approaching
that of the lunar surface could be determined experimentally. Similarly,
steady-state and dynamic mobility experimental data to be generated as a
result of test programs associated with Mobility Test Articles (see Section 5. 3) on various lunar surface vehicle concepts would support analytic
assumptions required for performance of this study.
Another limitation is the fact that the MOLAB design was initially
developed without the requirement for inclusion of an LFV. Rather. the
basic design was accomplished prior to consideration of LFV integration
capabilities, and then modified to accommodate the LFV. attesting somewhat to the flexibility of the de sign. The accommodations are adequate.
however. but not optimum.
A serious limitation may exist relative to vehicle remote control.
although the problem may affect the ground station more than the vehicle.
This again is a result of the lack of experimental data outside of the scope
of this study. The extent of operator capability to interpret television displays of the lunar surface is still quite unknown. This leaves uncertainties
in the parameters of the television cameras and monitors, and in the operator techniques for remote control.
Several other minor limitations exist in detailed aspects of the system concept, and the implications of some of these are considered in the
following section.
7.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH

Unknown design factors for MOLAB and LSSM are the effect of the
lunar surface environment on vehicle materials and actual characteristics
of the lunar surface. As a result of vacuum. radiation. and temperaturP.
variations, the materials of individual parts may lose their original qualities~ leading to degraded performance.
Further, contacting parts may experience cold welding; wheel be a rings. antenna joints. and suspension assemblies are most susceptible.
To avoid designs which are susceptible to
these problems, research should be conducted tote st for expected conditions.
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Another factor of the environment requiring research is the lunar soil
and its traction device interface. This has a great effect on vehicle mobility, and even small advances in knowledge of expected lunar soils in a vacuum environment would help improve wheel and traction drive de signs.
The possibility of dust collecting on any radiating surface would have a
detrimental effect on the MOLAB performance. Thus. research is also
required in this area.
Other mobility areas reg uir ing research are improved drive me chanism techniques, leakproof dynamic and hermetic seals in vacuum. and
scaling and test methods for mobility evaluation.
In the a rea of remote control and television sensing. much remains
to be determined regarding an operator's capability to achieve stereopsis
at certain frame rates and to recognize hazards and safe paths during dynamic vehicle motion. These problems should be investigated extensively
by means of human factors experiments under simulated remote control
conditions. The feasibility of pulsed illumination with the TV also must be
tested.
In other areas of astrionics, the lunar surface presents unique problems. Radio propagation is influenced by the characteristics of ground
waves, which could be investigated on special mooels. Techniques should
be considered for communications to the far side of the moon. Gryocompassing by conventional means is degraded by the low lunar gravity.
but this might be alleviated by research into special techniques. Terrain
limitations on line of sight also affect navigation. and these could be investigated statistically using topographic models.
In the power area, high-output, low-weight nuclear power systems
should be studied. and fuel cell restart capability should be investigated.
Cryogenic insulation techniques and supercritical hydrogen storage reqmrements also deserve special research involving experimental study.
In the area of cabin habitability and other human factors. further research is necessary to verify cabin design features by extended evaluations
with space- suited subjects. Improved space- suit mobility, doff-don. and
repair should be considered. along with techniques for PLSS recharge and
storage. Research into cabin leakage detection and pres sure vessel repair
techniques is also needed.
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Other topics for further consideration are cryogenic insulation vs discrete shields or vapor cooling, infrared tracking of the earth for S- band
antenna orientation, a refined remote control override philosophy, and possible extended capability of the PLSS.
With respect to MOLAB, several restraints initially imposed as
reasonable assumptions should be reviewed in terms of the effect on vehicle
design and mission performance by possible modification in these assumptions.
The requirement for unattended storage of the vehicle on the lunar
surface for six months prior to the start of a manned mission imposes a
significant weight (approximately 250 lb) and volume penalty for the cryogenic supply. A shorter period between "LEM/ Truck" and "LEM" landing
would provide greater MOLAB range and operational time (possible for unmanned exploration after the manned mission) or additional scientific payload weight. Similarly, the energy available for an additional 7 -day operational emergency extension of the manned mission could be made available
for other uses if the period were reduced.
Large cryogenic supply is determined by the requirement for fuel cells
as the primary power system for MOLAB. This restraint is associated
with the assumed operational date of 1970. Consideration of a later development completion for MOLA B should take into account state -of-the -art advances including high-output, light-weight nuclear power sources providing
greater range and mission time for MOLAB.
Other areas for additional study on MOLA B include investigation of
detail variations in the scientific exploration mission approach; multiple
mission planning and effect on vehicle design; and applications and growth
of MOLAB for other lunar program missions such as equipment transport
and handling construction, long-range (>1000 km) traverses, and unmanned
operation.
Finally, the study has determined the feasibility and described the
basis for a MOLAB development program which can be initiated immediately
to provide a significant increase in capabilities for lunar exploration as a
part of a continuing national space exploration program.
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